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Abstract—Approximate message passing (AMP) is a low-
cost iterative parameter-estimation technique for certain high-
dimensional linear systems with non-Gaussian distributions.
However, AMP only applies to independent identically distributed
(IID) transform matrices, but may become unreliable for other
matrix ensembles, especially for ill-conditioned ones. To han-
dle this difficulty, orthogonal/vector AMP (OAMP/VAMP) was
proposed for general right-unitarily-invariant matrices. How-
ever, the Bayes-optimal OAMP/VAMP requires high-complexity
linear minimum mean square error estimator. To solve the
disadvantages of AMP and OAMP/VAMP, this paper proposes
a memory AMP (MAMP), in which a long-memory matched
filter is proposed for interference suppression. The complexity
of MAMP is comparable to AMP. The asymptotic Gaussianity
of estimation errors in MAMP is guaranteed by the orthogo-
nality principle. A state evolution is derived to asymptotically
characterize the performance of MAMP. Based on the state
evolution, the relaxation parameters and damping vector in
MAMP are optimized. For all right-unitarily-invariant matrices,
the optimized MAMP converges to OAMP/VAMP, and thus is
Bayes-optimal if it has a unique fixed point. Finally, simulations
are provided to verify the validity and accuracy of the theoretical
results.

I. INTRODUCTION

Consider the problem of signal reconstruction for a noisy
linear system:

y = Ax+ n (1)

where y ∈ CM×1 is a vector of observations, A ∈ CM×N is
a transform matrix, x is a vector to be estimated and n ∼
CN (0, σ2IM ) is a vector of Gaussian additive noise samples.
The entries of x are independent and identically distributed
(IID) with zero mean and unit variance, i.e., xi ∼ Px. In
this paper, we consider a large system with M,N → ∞ and
a fixed δ = M/N (compressed ratio). In the special case
when x is Gaussian, the optimal solution can be obtained using
standard linear minimum mean square error (MMSE) methods.
Otherwise, the problem is in general NP hard [2], [3].

A. Background

Approximate message passing (AMP) has attracted exten-
sive research interest for this problem [4], [5]. AMP adopts
a low-complexity matched filter (MF), so its complexity is
as low as O(MN) per iteration. Remarkably, the asymptotic
performance of AMP can be described by a scalar recursion
called state evolution derived heuristically in [5] and proved
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rigorously in [4]. State evolution analysis in [4] implies
that AMP is Bayes-optimal for zero-mean IID sub-Gaussian
sensing matrices when the compression rate is larger than a
certain threshold [7]. Spatial coupling [7]–[10] is used for the
optimality of AMP for any compression rate.

A basic assumption of AMP is that A has IID Gaussian
entries [4], [5]. For matrices with correlated entries, AMP may
perform poorly or even diverge [11]–[13]. It was discovered
in [14], [15] that a variant of AMP based on a unitary
transformation, called UTAMP, performs well for difficult
(e.g. correlated) matrices A. Independently, orthogonal AMP
(OAMP) was proposed in [16] for unitarily invariant A.
OAMP is related to a variant of the expectation propagation
algorithm [17] (called diagonally-restricted expectation con-
sistent inference in [18] or scalar expectation propagation in
[19]), as observed in [20], [21]. A closely related algorithm,
an MMSE-based vector AMP (VAMP) [21], is equivalent
to expectation propagation in its diagonally-restricted form
[18]. The accuracy of state evolution for such expectation
propagation type algorithms (including VAMP and OAMP)
was conjectured in [16] and proved in [20], [21]. The Bayes
optimality of OAMP is derived in [16], [20], [21] when the
compression rate is larger than a certain threshold, and the
advantages of AMP-type algorithms over conventional turbo
receivers [22], [23] are demonstrated in [24], [25].

The main weakness of OAMP/VAMP is the high-
complexity O(M3 + M2N) incurred by linear MMSE
(LMMSE) estimator. Singular-value decomposition (SVD)
was used to avoid the high-complexity LMMSE in each itera-
tion [21], but the complexity of the SVD itself is as high as that
of the LMMSE estimator. The performance of OAMP/VAMP
degrades significantly when the LMMSE estimator is replaced
by the low-complexity MF [16] used in AMP. This limits the
application of OAMP/VAMP to large-scale systems for which
LMMSE is too complex.

In summary, the existing Bayes-optimal AMP-type algo-
rithms are either limited to IID matrices (e.g. AMP) or
need high-complexity LMMSE (e.g. OAMP/VAMP). Hence, a
low-complexity Bayes-optimal message passing algorithm for
unitarily invariant matrices is desired.

A long-memory AMP algorithm was originally constructed
in [26] to solve the Thouless-Anderson-Palmer equations for
Ising models with general invariant random matrices. The
results in [26] were rigorously justified via SE in [27].
Recently, Takeuchi proposed convolutional AMP (CAMP), in
which the AMP is modified by replacing the Onsager term
with a convolution of all preceding messages [28]. The CAMP
has low complexity and applies to unitarily invariant matrices.
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Fig. 1. Graphic illustrations for (a) a system model with two constraints Φ
and Γ, and (b) a non-memory iterative process (NMIP) involving two local
processors γt and φt.

It is proved that the CAMP is Bayes-optimal if it converges
to a unique fixed point [28]. However, it is found that the
CAMP has a low convergence speed and may fail to con-
verge, particularly for matrices with high condition numbers.
In addition, a heuristic damping was used to improve the
convergence of CAMP. However, the damping is performed
on the a-posteriori outputs, which breaks orthogonality and
the asymptotic Gaussianity of estimation errors [28].

B. Contributions

To overcome the difficulties in AMP, OAMP/VAMP and
CAMP, we propose a memory AMP (MAMP) using a low-
complexity long-memory MF. Due to the correlated long
memory, stricter orthogonality is required for MAMP to
guarantee the asymptotic Gaussianity of estimation errors in
MAMP [20], [28]. In detail, the step-by-step orthogonal-
ization between current input and output estimation errors
in OAMP/VAMP is not sufficient, and instead, the current
output estimation error is required to be orthogonal to all
preceding input estimation errors. A covariance-matrix state
evolution is established for MAMP. Based on state evolution,
relaxation parameters and a damping vector, preserving the
orthogonality (e.g. the asymptotic Gaussianity of estimation
errors), are analytically optimized to guarantee and improve
the convergence of MAMP. The main properties of MAMP
are summarized as follows.
• MAMP has comparable complexity to AMP and much

lower complexity than OAMP/VAMP.
• MAMP converges to the same fixed point as that of

OAMP/VAMP for all unitarily invariant matrices. As a
result, it is Bayes-optimal if it has a unique fixed point.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Problem Formulation

Fig. 1(a) illustrates the system in (1) with two constraints:

Γ : y = Ax+ n, Φ : xi ∼ Px, ∀i. (2)

Our aim is to use the AMP-type iterative approach in Fig. 1(b)
to find an MMSE estimation of x, i.e., its MSE converges to

mmse{x|y,A,Γ,Φ} ≡ 1
NE{‖x̂post − x‖2}, (3)

where x̂post =E{x|y,A,Γ,Φ} is the a-posteriori meas of x.
Definition 1 (Bayes Optimality): An iterative approach is

said to be Bayes optimal if its MSE converges to the MMSE
of the system in (1).

B. Assumptions

Let the singular value decomposition of A be A=UΣV ,
where U ∈CM×M and V ∈CN×N are orthogonal matrices,
and Σ is a diagonal matrix. We assume that A is known and is
right-unitarily-invariant, i.e.,U , V and Σ are independent, and
V is Haar distributed. Let λt = 1

NE{tr[(AAH)t]} and λ† ≡
[λmax + λmin]/2, where λmin and λmax denote the minimal
and maximal eigenvalues of AAH, respectively. We assume
that λmin, λmax and {λt} are known. This assumption can be
relaxed using specific approximations (see [1]).

C. Non-memory Iterative Process and Orthogonality

Non-memory Iterative Process (NMIP): Fig. 1(b) illustrates
an NMIP consisting of a linear estimator (LE) and a non-linear
estimator (NLE): Starting with t = 1,

LE : rt = γt (xt) , NLE : xt+1 = φt (rt) , (4)

where γt(·) and φt(·) process the two constraints Γ and
Φ separately, based only on their current inputs xt and rt
respectively. Let

rt = x+ gt, xt = x+ ft, (5a)

where gt and ft indicate the estimation errors with zero means
and variances:

vγt = 1
NE{‖gt‖2}, vφt = 1

NE{‖ft‖2}. (5b)

The asymptotic IID Gaussian property of an NMIP was
conjectured in [16] and proved in [20], [21].

Lemma 1 (Orthogonality and Asymptotic IID Gaussianity):
Assume that A is unitarily invariant with M,N→∞ and the
following orthogonality holds for all t ≥ 1:

1
N g

H
t ft

a.s.
= 0, 1

N f
H
t+1gt

a.s.
= 0. (6)

Then, for Lipschitz-continuous [29] {γt(·)} and separable-
and-Lipschitz-continuous {φt(·)}, we have: ∀t ≥ 1,

vγt
a.s.
= 1

NE
{
‖γt(x+ ηφt )− x‖2

}
, (7a)

vφt+1
a.s.
= 1

NE
{
‖φt(x+ ηγt )− x‖2

}
, (7b)

where ηφt ∼ CN (0, vφt I) and ηγt ∼ CN (0, vγt I) are indepen-
dent of x.

D. Overview of OAMP/VAMP

OAMP/VAMP [16], [21]: Let ρt = σ2/vφt , φ̂t(·) be an
MMSE estimator, and γ̂t(·) be an estimator of x defined as

γ̂t (xt) ≡ AH
(
ρtI +AAH

)−1
(y −Axt). (8)

An OAMP/VAMP is then defined as: Starting with t = 1,
vφ1 = 1 and x1 = 0,

LE : rt = γt (xt) ≡ 1
εγt
γ̂t (xt) + xt, (9a)

NLE : xt+1 =φt (rt)≡ 1

εφt+1

[
φ̂t(rt)+(εφt+1−1)rt

]
, (9b)

where
εγt = 1

N tr
{
AH
(
ρtI +AAH

)−1
A
}
, (9c)

vγt = γSE(vφt ) ≡ vφt [(εγt )−1 − 1], (9d)
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Fig. 2. Graphic illustration for a long-memory iterative process (MIP).

εφt+1 = 1− 1
Nvγt
‖φ̂t(x+

√
vγt η)− x‖2, (9e)

vφt+1 = φSE(vγt ) ≡ vγt [(εφt+1)−1 − 1], (9f)

and η ∼ CN (0, I) is independent of x.
We assume that φ̂t(·) is an MMSE estimator given by

φ̂t(r
t) ≡ E{x|rt}. (10)

It was proved in [20] that OAMP/VAMP satisfies the orthog-
onality in (6). Hence, the IID Gaussian property in (7) holds
for OAMP/VAMP.

Lemma 2 (Bayes Optimality [16], [30]–[32]): Assume that
M,N→∞ with a fixed δ=M/N , and OAMP/VAMP satisfies
the unique fixed point condition. Then, OAMP/VAMP is Bayes
optimal for right-unitarily-invariant matrices.

Complexity: The NLE in OAMP/VAMP is a symbol-by-
symbol estimator, whose time complexity is as low as O(N).
The complexity of OAMP/VAMP is dominated by LMMSE-
LE, which costs O(M2N+M3) time complexity per iteration
for matrix multiplication and matrix inversion.

III. MEMORY AMP

A. Memory Iterative Process and Orthogonality

Memory Iterative Process (MIP): Fig. 2 illustrates an MIP
based on a long-memory linear estimator (LMLE) and a non-
linear estimator (NLE) defined as: Starting with t = 1,

LMIE : rt = γt (x1, · · ·xt) , (11a)
NLE : xt+1 = φt (rt) . (11b)

We call (11) MIP since γt(·) contains long memory {xi, i <
t}. It should be emphasized that the step-by-step orthogo-
nalization between current input and output estimation errors
is not sufficient to guarantee the asymptotic IID Gaussianity
for MIP. Thus, a stricter orthogonality is required, i.e., the
estimation error of γt(·) is required to be orthogonal to all
preceding estimation errors [28], [33].

Lemma 3 (Orthogonality and Asymptotic IID Gaussianity
[28], [33]): Assume that A is unitarily invariant with M,N→
∞ and the following orthogonality holds for all 1 ≤ t′ ≤ t:

1
N g

H
t ft′

a.s.
= 0, 1

N f
H
t+1gt

a.s.
= 0. (12)

Then, for Lipschitz-continuous [29] {γt(·)} and separable-
and-Lipschitz-continuous {φt(·)}, we have: ∀1≤ t′≤ t,

vγt,t′
a.s.
= 1
NE
{[
γt
(
x+ ηφ1 , . . . ,x+ ηφt

)
− x

]H
·
[
γt′
(
x+ ηφ1 , . . . ,x+ ηφt′

)
− x

]}
, (13a)

vφt+1,t′+1
a.s.
= 1
NE
{[
φt
(
x+ηγt

)
−x
]H[

φt′
(
x+ηγt′

)
−x
]}
, (13b)

where ηφt ∼ CN (0, vφt,tI) with E{ηφτ (ηφτ ′)
H} = vφτ,τ ′I and

ηγt∼CN (0, vγt,tI) with E{ηγτ (ηγτ ′)
H}=vγτ,τ ′I . Besides, {ηφt }

and ηγt } are independent of x.

B. Memory AMP (MAMP)

Memory AMP: Let B = λ†I −AAH, and consider

r̂t = θtBr̂t−1 + ξt(y −Axt). (14)

An MAMP process is defined as: Starting with t=1 and x1=
r̂0 =0,

rt = γt (x1, · · ·xt) ≡ 1
εt

(
AHr̂t +

∑t
i=1 ptixi

)
, (15a)

xt+1 = φ̄t(rt) = ζtltφt (rt) +
∑lt−1
i=1 ζtixt−lt+1+i, (15b)

where φt(·) is the same as that in OAMP/VAMP (see (9)).
The following are intuitions of MAMP.

• In LMIE, all preceding messages are utilized in∑t
i=1 ptixi to guarantee the orthogonality in (12). In

NLE, at most lt − 1 preceding messages are utilized
in
∑lt−1
i=1 ζtixt−lt+1+i (e.g. damping) to guarantee and

improve the convergence of MAMP.
• B = λ†I−AAH ensures that MAMP has the same fixed

point as OAMP/VAMP.
• {εt} and {pti}, given in Subsection IV-A (see (17)),

guarantee the orthogonality in (12) (see Theorem 1).
• {θt} and {ξt} improve the convergence speed of MAMP.

The optimizations of θt and ξt are given in Subsections
V-A (see (23)) and V-B (see (21)), respectively.

• ζt = [ζt1, · · · , ζtlt ]
T, optimized in Subsection V-C (see

(25)), is a damping vector with
∑lt
i=1 ζti = 1. In

particular, no damping is applied for ζt = [0, · · · , 0, 1]T.
We set lt = min{L, t+ 1}, where L is the maximum
damping length (in general, L = 3). Damping guarantees
and improves the convergence of MAMP.

We call (15) memory AMP as it involves a long memory
{xi, i < t} at LMIE that is different from the non-memory
LE in OAMP/VAMP. Matrix-vector multiplications instead of
matrix inverse are involved. Thus, the complexity of MAMP
is comparable to AMP, i.e., as low as O(MN) per iteration.

IV. MAIN PROPERTIES OF MAMP

A. Orthogonality and Asymptotic IID Gaussianity

Let Wt = AHBtA. For t ≥ 0, we define

bt ≡ 1
N tr{Bt} =

∑t
i=0

(
t
i

)
(−1)i(λ†)t−iλi, (16a)

wt ≡ 1
N tr{Wt} = λ†bt − bt+1. (16b)

For 1 ≤ i ≤ t,

ϑti ≡ ξi
∏t
τ=i+1θτ , pti ≡ ϑtiwt−i, εt =

∑t
i=1 pti. (17)

Furthermore, ϑti = 1 if i > t.
Proposition 1: The {rt} in (15) and the corresponding errors

can be expanded to

rt=
1
εt

[
Fty+

∑t
i=1Htixi

]
, gt=

1
εt

(
Ftn+

∑t
i=1Htifi

)
, (18a)



where

Ft≡
∑t
i=1 ϑtiA

HBt−i, Hti≡ϑti(wt−iI−Wt−i). (18b)

The following is based on Lemma 3 and Proposition 1.
Theorem 1 (Orthogonality and Asymptotic IID Gaussianity):

Assume that A is right-unitarily-invariant with M,N →∞.
The orthogonality in (12) holds for MAMP. Therefore, the
IID Gaussianity in (13) holds for MAMP.

B. State Evolution

Using the IID Gaussian property in Theorem 1, we establish
a state evolution for the dynamics of the MSE of MAMP. The
main challenge is the correlation between the long-memory
inputs of LMIE. It requires a covariance-matrix state evolution
to track the dynamics of MSE.

Define the covariance matrices as follows:

V γ
t = [vγij ]t×t, V φ̄

t = [vφ̄ij ]t×t, (19a)

where

vγtt′ ≡
1
NE{gH

t gt′}, vφ̄tt′ ≡
1
NE{fH

t ft′}. (19b)

Proposition 2 (State Evolution): The covariance matrices
of MAMP can be tracked by the following state evolution:
Starting with vφ11 = 1,

LMIE : V γ
t = γSE(V φ̄

t ), NLE : V φ̄
t+1 = φ̄SE(V γ

t ). (20)

The details of γSE(·) and φ̄SE(·) are provided in [1].

C. Convergence and Bayes Optimality

The following theorem gives the convergence and Bayes
optimality of the optimized MAMP. The proof is provided in
Appendix F in [1].

Theorem 2 (Convergence and Bayes Optimality): Assume
that M,N → ∞ with a fixed δ = M/N and A is right-
unitarily-invariant. The MAMP with optimized {θt, ζt} (see
Section V) converges to the same fixed point as OAMP/VAMP,
i.e., it is Bayes optimal if it has a unique fixed point.

D. Complexity Comparison

Table I compares the time and space complexity of MAMP,
CAMP, AMP and OAMP/VAMP, where T is the number
of iterations. MAMP and CAMP have the similar time and
space complexity. OAMP/VAMP has higher complexity than
AMP, CAMP and MAMP, while MAMP and CAMP have
comparable complexity to AMP for T � N . For more details,
refer to Section IV-D in [1].

TABLE I
TIME AND SPACE COMPLEXITY COMPARISON BETWEEN AMP-TYPE ALGORITHMS

Algorithms Time complexity Space complexity

AMP [5] O(MNT ) O(MN)

OAMP/VAMP [16], [21]
(SVD)

O(M2N+MNT ) O(N2+MN)

OAMP/VAMP [16], [21]
(matrix inverse)

O
(
(M2N+M3)T

)
O(MN)

CAMP [28] O(MNT+MT 2+T 4) O(MN+MT+T 2)

MAMP O
(
MNT+(N+M)T 2+T 3

)
O
(
MN+(N+M)T+T 2

)

V. PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION

The parameters {θt, ξt, ζt} are optimized step-by-step for
each iteration assuming that the parameters {θt′ , ξt′ , ζt′ , t′ ≤
t − 1} in previous iterations are fixed. More specifically, we
first optimize θt. Then, given θt, we optimize ξt. Finally, given
θt and ξ, we optimize ζt.

A. Optimization of θt
The optimal θt is given by

θt = (λ† + σ2/vφtt)
−1, (21)

which minimizes the spectral radius of θtB. From (21), the
spectral radius of θtB satisfies

ρ(θtB) = λmax−λmin

λmax+λmin+2ρt
< 1. (22)

That is, the convergence condition is satisfied. In addition, (21)
also optimizes the convergence speed of MAMP.

B. Optimization of ξt
Proposition 3: Fixed θt, the optimal ξt that minimizes vγtt

is given by ξopt
1 = 1 and for t ≥ 2,

ξopt
t =

ct2ct0 + ct3
ct1ct0 + ct2

, (23)

where

ct0 =
∑t−1
i=1 pti/w0, ct1 = σ2w0 + vφttw̄00, (24a)

ct2 = −
∑t−1
i=1ϑti(σ

2wt−i + vφtiw̄0t−i), (24b)

ct3 =
∑t−1
i=1

∑t−1
j=1ϑtiϑtj

(
σ2w2t−i−j + vφijw̄t−it−j

)
. (24c)

C. Optimization of ζt
Let Vφ

t+1 be the covariance matrix of the input errors of φ̄t,
i.e. {ft−lt+2, · · · ,ft, φt(rt)− x}.

Proposition 4 (Optimal damping): Fixed θt and ξt, the
optimal ζt that minimizes vφ̄t+1t+1 is given by

ζ
opt
t =

[Vφt+1]−11

1T[Vφt+1]−11
. (25)

It is easy to see that the MSE of current iteration with
optimized damping is not worse than that of the previous
iteration, which is a special case of ζt = [0, · · · , 1, 0]T.
That is, the MSE of MAMP with optimized damping is
monotonically decreasing in the iterations.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

We study a compressed sensing problem where x follows
a symbol-wise Bernoulli-Gaussian distribution, i.e. ∀i,

xi ∼
{

0, probability = 1− µ
N (0, µ−1), probability = µ

. (26)

The variance of xi is normalized to 1. The signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) is defined as SNR = 1/σ2.

Let the SVD of A be A = UΣV . The system model in
(1) can be rewritten as [16], [21]:

y = UΣV x+ n. (27)
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Fig. 3. MSE versus the number of iterations for MAMP with different
parameters {λ†, θt, ξt, L}. M = 4096, N = 8192, µ = 0.1, κ = 10
and SNR = 30 dB. “optimal” denotes MAMP with optimized {λ†, θt, ξt}
and L = 3 (damping length). The other curves denote MAMP with the same
parameters as the “optimal” except the one marked on each curve.

Note that UHn has the same distribution as n. Thus, we
can assume U = I without loss of generality. To reduce
the calculation complexity of OAMP/VAMP, we approximate
a large random unitary matrix by V = ΠF , where Π is
a random permutation matrix and F is a discrete Fourier
transform (DFT) matrix. Note that all the algorithms involved
here admit fast implementation for this matrix model. The
eigenvalues {di} are generated as: di/di+1 = κ1/J for
i = 1, . . . , J − 1 and

∑J
i=1 d

2
i = N , where J = min{M,N}.

Here, κ ≥ 1 controls the condition number of A. Note that
MAMP does not require the SVD structure of A. MAMP only
needs the right-unitarily invariance of A.

A. Influence of Relaxation Parameters and Damping

Fig. 3 shows the influence of the relaxation parameters
{λ†, θt, ξt} and damping. Without damping (e.g. L = 1) the
convergence of MAMP is not guaranteed. In addition, the
optimization of {λ†, θt, ξt} has significant improvement in the
MSE of MAMP. That is

(i) damping guarantees the convergence of MAMP, and
(ii) the relaxation parameters {λ†, θt, ξt} do not change the

fixed point of MAMP, but they can be optimized to
improve the convergence speed.

B. Comparison with AMP and CAMP

Fig. 4 shows MSE versus the number of iterations for
AMP, CAMP, OMAP/VAMP and MAMP. To improve the
convergence, both AMP and CAMP are damped. As can be
seen, for an ill-conditioned matrix with κ = 10, the MSE
performance of AMP is poor. CAMP converges to the same
performance as that of OAMP/VAMP. However, the state
evolution (SE) of CAMP is inaccurate since damping is made
on the a-posteriori outputs, which breaks the Gaussianity of
the estimation errors. MAMP converges faster than CAMP to
OAMP/VAMP. Furthermore, the state evolution of MAMP is
accurate since damping is made on the orthogonal outputs,
which preserves the Gaussianity of the estimation errors.

0 10 20 30 40 50
Number of iterations

10-4
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10-2

10-1

100

M
S

E

OAMP
OAMP/VAMP (SE)
MAMP
MAMP (SE)
AMP
CAMP
CAMP (SE)

Fig. 4. MSE versus the number of iterations for AMP, CAMP, OMAP/VAMP
and MAMP. M = 8192, N = 16384, µ = 0.1, κ = 10, L = 3 and
SNR = 30 dB. The curves of AMP and CAMP are from Fig. 2 in [28].
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100
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Fig. 5. MSE versus the number of iterations for MAMP and OAMP/VAMP
with different damping lengths. M = 4096, N = 8192, µ = 0.1, SNR = 30
dB, κ = 100 and L = 2 and 3.

C. Influence of High Condition Number and Damping Length

Fig. 5 shows MSE versus the number of iterations for
MAMP with different damping lengths. As can be seen,
MAMP converges to OAMP/VAMP for the matrix with high
condition number κ = 100, and the state evolution (SE) of
MAMP matches well with the simulated MSE. Note that
CAMP diverges when κ > 15 (see Fig. 4 in [28]). In
addition, MAMP with L = 3 (damping length) has significant
improvement in convergence speed compared with L = 2
when the condition number is large. It should be mentioned
that L = 3 is generally enough for MAMP, since the MSEs
of MAMP are almost the same when L ≥ 3.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes a low-cost MAMP for high-
dimensional linear systems with unitarily transform matrices.
The proposed MAMP is not only Bayes-optimal, but also has
comparable complexity to AMP. Specifically, the techniques
of long memory and orthogonalization are used to achieve the
Bayes-optimal solution of the problem with a low-complexity
MF. The convergence of MAMP is optimized with some
relaxation parameters and a damping vector. The optimized
MAMP is guaranteed to converge to the high-complexity
OAMP/VAMP for all right-unitarily-invariant matrices.
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